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1 Purpose of Report

1.1 To update Cabinet on the Revenue Budget 2016/17 to 2017/18.

1.2 To provide Cabinet with the proposed Capital Programme 2016/17 as detailed 
in Appendix 1.

2 Recommendations

2.1 Cabinet notes the Revenue Budget position for 2016/17 to 2017/18.

2.2 Cabinet notes the potential risks around the Revenue Budget.

2.3 Cabinet notes the timetable for the Government’s Spending Review 2015 and 
the 2016/17 Local Government Finance Settlement. 

2.4 Cabinet reviews the Capital Programme schemes for 2015/16 and considers 
the proposed reduction.

2.5 Cabinet considers the proposed Capital Programme for 2016/17 and 
provisional programme for 2017/18 and 2018/19, and confirms or otherwise 
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the Capital schemes to be consulted on.

2.6 Cabinet note that some of the assumed external funding included in the 
programme is still subject to clarification from government and in some cases 
may involve bids for funds. It is therefore recommended that all approvals are 
subject to the Service obtaining confirmation of the funding allocations.

3 Main Text including alternatives considered/consultation carried out

3.1 Alternatives and Risks considered

3.1.1 The Council is legally obliged to set a balanced revenue budget. The budget 
setting process is complex and must be undertaken in a planned way. Whilst 
budgets are prepared in accordance with the approved guidelines a number of 
alternative options relating to savings proposals and budget pressures are 
considered as part of the overall budget setting process.

3.1.2 The budget forecast has been based on known and anticipated levels of 
spending and resources. Significant budget risks are identified within the 
report.  

4 Consultation Undertaken/Proposed:
4.1.1 Stakeholders are consulted at appropriate stages throughout the budget 

preparation process. The Council is carrying out a Public Engagement 
initiative on the budget challenge involving residents, businesses and their 
representative bodies and other stakeholders. Corporate Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee, Townships and Joint Consultative Committee are 
consulted on the Budget Report to be approved by Cabinet.

4.1.2 The outcome of the consultation with the Trade Unions via the JCC will be 
considered by the Employment and Equalities Committee.

5. Introduction

5.1 This report provides an update on the revenue budget position and the 
proposed Capital Programme of the Council for 2016/17 to 2018/19.  In June 
2015, Cabinet approved the budget guidelines and timetable to be followed 
when setting the 2016/17 to 2018/19 revenue budget and these are currently 
being incorporated into Service budgets.

5.2 This report is, therefore, based on the best available information at the time of 
writing. However, there are a number of areas where the Council has not 
received information from Central Government which will impact on the 
funding for the Council from 2016/17 onwards. Central Government is 
currently conducting its Spending Review 2015, which will be published on 
25th November 2015. 

5.3 Following this the Provisional 2016/17 Local Government Finance Settlement 
will be published for consultation in December 2015, with the Final Settlement 
expected to be released in January 2016. This will have potential implications 



for the funding of the Council and until the outcome of these consultations are 
published and decisions taken by Central Government, there are further risks 
to the level of resources available to the Council. 

Local Government Finance Settlement 2016/17 – Key Milestones

Issue Date
Spending Review 2015 Published 25th November 2015
Draft Local Government Finance 
Settlement 2016/17 published for 
consultation

Expected mid-December 
2015

Final Local Government Finance 
Settlement 2016/17 published

Expected early January 2016

1.1 Revenue Budget 2016/17 to 2017/18

1.1.1 In February 2015 the Council set a three year budget for 2015/16 to 2017/18. 
This budget identified a budget gap of £37m; £21m in 2016/17 and £16m in 
2017/18.

1.1.2 The latest budget for 2016/17, 2017/18 and 2018/19 is currently being 
considered and an update will be provided to Cabinet in December 2015 
covering 3 years, when further information is available. This report provides 
an update on the risks affecting the Revenue Budget for 2016/17 and 2017/18 
since Budget Fixing Council in February 2015.  

1.2 Savings Proposals

1.2.1 Based on the current assumptions the saving proposals required in order to 
meet the estimated budget gap are £21m in 2016/17 and £16m in 2017/18. 
The majority of the savings required are due to increased demand for 
services, inflationary increases and the use of one off funding in previous 
years to smooth the impact of reductions and balance the budget.

2016/17

£’m

2017/18

£’m

Total

£’m

Budget Gap 20.900 16.035 36.935

1.2.2 The table below details the Council’s savings proposals considered for 
consultation within the report to Cabinet 27th August 2015 towards meeting 
the budget gap for 2016/17 and 2017/18:



2016/17 2017/18 Total
 Ongoing 

£'m
One 

off £'m
Ongoing 

£'m
One 

off £'m
Ongoing 

£'m
One 

off £'m
       
Budget Gap -20.900 0.000 -16.035 0.000 -36.935 0.000
       
Budget reductions with 
no service delivery or 
workforce implications 5.229 6.154 0.600 0.000 5.829 6.154
Budget Gap after 
Proposals with no 
service delivery or 
workforce 
implications -15.671 6.154 -15.435 0.000 -31.106 6.154
Proposals requiring 
Consultation  
included within this 
report

      

       
Service Delivery 
Proposals 0.274 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.281 0.000

Workforce Proposals 0.237 0.000 0.070 0.000 0.307 0.000
Service Review 0.125 0.000 0.375 0.000 0.500 0.000
Budget Gap to 
address -15.035 6.154 -14.983 0.000 -30.018 6.154

1.2.3 The budget reductions with no service delivery or workforce implications do 
not require consultation. These proposals generate on going savings of 
£5.229m in 2016/17 and £0.600m in 2017/18. A number of the proposals 
provide the Council with one off resources of £6.154m in 2016/17, which it is 
proposed to fund the budget gap in these years as shown in the table above.



1.2.4 Cabinet also considered a number of saving proposals for consultation or 
review. The proposals included both saving proposals for consultation with 
service delivery model implications and workforce implications. These 
proposals achieve ongoing savings of £0.636m in 2016/17 and £0.452m in 
2017/18.

1.2.5 Reports will be submitted to Cabinet in November in relation to further Service 
Delivery and Workforce proposals in order the address the Budget Gap for 
2016/17 and 2017/18.

5.6 Budget Risks

5.6.1 There are a number of financial risks to the Council in setting the budget for 
2016/17 and future years. The main risk is around the level of funding the 
Council receives / generates to provide services to the public and any growth 
in the demand for services. 

5.6.2 Local Government Finance Settlement 2016/17

5.6.2.1   Central Government has launched the Spending Review 2015 in order to 
identify £20bn of further savings to contribute towards eliminating the budget 
deficit on the Country by 2019/20. HM Treasury is inviting government 
departments to set out plans for reductions to their budgets. In line with the 
approach taken in 2010, non-protected government departments have been 
asked to model two scenarios, of 25% and 40% savings by 2019/20. The 
Department for Communities and Local Government is part of this process. 
Reductions in the Department for Communities and Local Government 
budget will result in reductions to funding provided to local authorities via the 
Revenue Support Grant (RSG).

5.6.2.2   The £20bn savings identified as coming from government department 
budgets is part of a package of measures intended to achieve £37bn savings 
by 2019/20. The remaining savings have been identified as £12bn from cuts 
to welfare budgets and £5bn from taxation measures. There remains the 
potential risk that if these measures do not deliver the required savings, 
further savings may be required from government department budgets.

5.6.2.3   Translating any estimated cut in the Department for Communities and Local 
Government budget into a projected RSG reduction carries a high degree of 
uncertainty. There are a number of further unknown factors such as top-
slices and ring fencing of funding streams within RSG, for example to fund 
the New Homes Bonus and the Council Tax Freeze Grant. Other funding 
streams, for example the Independent Living Fund could be rolled into the 
RSG, which would further reduce the real amount of funding beyond any 
headline reductions announced.

5.6.2.4   The Comprehensive Spending Review, which is to be announced on 25th 
November, will inform the Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement 
figures, to be announced in December 2015. These provisional figures, 
including the RSG, will be compared to the current budget assumptions. 



5.6.2.5   The Council’s budget currently assumes a 17.5% reduction in RSG for 
2016/17 and a 28.5% reduction for 2017/18. The outcome of the 
Comprehensive Spending Review and the comparison to the current budget 
assumptions may increase or decrease the budget gap required for 2016/17 
and 2017/18. Any increase in the budget gap for 2016/17 will be funded from 
one-off resources, with savings identified as part of the Strategy for 2017/18. 
Any decrease in the budget gap for 2016/17 will reduce the use of one-off 
funds currently utilised in 2016/17.

5.6.3 Business Rates

5.6.3.1   Volatility of the Council’s valuation list remains a risk to the level of 
business rates income. During 2014/15 there was a significant increase in 
the number of appeals by businesses against the Rateable Value of 
properties, the outcome of which is as yet unknown in most cases. Whilst 
provision has been made within the Council’s accounts to deal with the 
backdating of appeals, successful downward revaluations will reduce the 
amount of business rates income in future years.

5.6.3.2   The first revaluation under the business rates retention system is due in 
2017. This requires the Valuation Office Agency (VOA) to reassess business 
properties and give them new Rateable Values (RV). The Council receives a 
Business Rates Top-up Grant, which is the difference between the amount 
of funding the government determines that the Council should receive under 
the Business Rates Retention scheme and the amount it expects to receive 
from its share of the business rate income.  Although top-up grant payments 
should be adjusted so that no authority will be worse off as a result of the 
revaluation, the government has yet to announce the details of how the 
revaluation will operate. Subsequent appeals against the new valuations will 
be treated as part of the normal volatility of the rating list and will therefore 
impact on local authority budgets.

5.6.3.3   In the 2015 Queen’s Speech the government announced plans to improve 
the business rates system ahead of the 2017 revaluation, including 
modernising the appeals system. The government stated in the recent 
business rates review discussion paper that the outcomes of the review will 
be fiscally neutral overall. However, it is not known at this stage whether the 
review will be fiscally neutral at an individual local authority level.

5.6.4 Council Tax

5.6.4.1 The budget assumes a Council Tax increase of 1.99% in both 2016/17 and 
2017/18. In previous years the government has required councils to conduct 
a local referendum on proposed council tax increase of 2% or over. It is not 
yet known whether there will be a similar requirement to hold a referendum 
for 2016/17 and, if so, what the referendum level will be. 



5.6.4.2 In 2015/16 the Council froze the Council Tax and accepted the Council Tax 
Freeze Grant from the Government. The freeze grant awarded in 2015/16 
was £0.819m. This equated to the amount the government calculated would 
have been generated had the Council increased its council tax by 1%. There 
has been no announcement as to whether a council tax freeze grant will be 
offered to councils in 2016/17, or how any such grant will be calculated.

5.6.4.3 Each year the Council must set its taxbase for Council Tax purposes in 
January. Any decline in the taxbase from the level assumed in the budget 
will have a financial implication for the Council.

5.6.5 The New Homes Bonus Scheme

5.6.5.1   The New Homes Bonus Scheme is designed to provide incentives and 
rewards for Local Authorities who wish to build new homes in their areas. 
The scheme commenced in April 2011 and covers a 6 year period. The New 
Homes Bonus Grant is funded by the government top slicing an element of 
the Revenue Support Grant funding provided to Local Government. There is 
a risk to the Council that the number of new homes estimated to be built in 
the borough will not materialise resulting in a reduction in resources for the 
Council.

5.6.5.2   The government has not announced whether the New Homes Bonus 
Scheme will continue beyond 2015/16. There is the risk that the scheme 
could end and that the funding is not returned the Revenue Support Grant.

5.6.6 Savings Proposals

5.6.6.1 Savings proposals for 2016/17 and 2017/18 are currently being considered. 
There is a risk to the overall budget of the non-achievement of these savings 
following the identification and/or implementation of the proposals. A two 
year budget is to be set in February 2016, incorporating the approved 
savings proposals. 

5.6.7 Specific Grants and Contributions

5.6.7.1   The number and amount of specific grants received by the Council may be 
lower or higher than anticipated. The budget assumes no increase or 
reduction in specific grants. If the grant increases, a process has been 
introduced to review all additional income received and the expenditure 
which this income may fund before the service may incur additional 
expenditure. If the grant reduces, the associated expenditure must also be 
reduced to reflect the reduction in the grant received. The known risks in 
respect of specific grants are detailed below.

5.6.7.2   Public Health Grant. The government has published a consultation on 
implementing a £200m reduction to the Public Health grant in 2015/16. Its 
preferred option is to allocate the reduction on a flat-rate basis, calculated as 
6.2% of total 2015/16 public health funding (the main grant and the 0-5 
element). This would equate to a reduction of approximately £1m for the 



Council. The budget for 2016/17 and 2017/18 assume the same level of 
funding as the original 2015/16 funding level. It is not yet clear whether the 
reduced level of funding will continue in future years. There are also potential 
changes to how the Public Health Grant is to be allocated in future.

5.6.7.3   Youth Justice Grant. The Youth Justice Board recently advised Youth 
Offending Team (YOT) management boards of a potential 14% cut to 2015-
16 YOT grant, which would equate to a reduction of approximately £84k for 
the Council. There is to be a consultation document prior to the final decision 
on how to allocate any cuts, and it is as yet unclear whether there will be a 
cut to future years’ grants.

5.6.7.4  The Care Act. The introduction of the reforms proposed under the Care Act, 
including the cap on care costs, the full introduction of the duty on local 
authorities to meet the eligible needs of self-funders in care homes and the 
proposed extension to the means test, have been postponed until April 2020. 
With the delay in the implementation of the funding reforms the Government 
is now considering the future of the grant provided to local authorities in 
2015/16 to implement the reforms. It is not clear whether some aspects of 
this funding will be clawed back and whether this will impact on future years’ 
funding.

5.6.7.5   Better Care Fund. The Council has not yet received any confirmation of 
the continuation of the Better Care Fund beyond 2015/16. The Better Care 
Fund is likely to form part of the Greater Manchester Devolution agenda and 
the proposed joint pooling of budgets between Health and Adults, Children’s, 
Public Health and Wellbeing from 2016/17 onwards.

5.6.8 Academies Funding

5.6.8.1   The government has announced plans to target coasting schools for 
improvement, with those that cannot improve being turned into Academies. If 
further schools transfer to Academies, there will be a reduction in Formula 
Grant for the Council. This would have an adverse impact on service 
provision. The Council would still be providing support to virtually the same 
number of schools with potentially reduced funding.

5.6.9 Waste Disposal Levy

5.6.9.1   The Waste Disposal Levy is calculated by formula across Greater 
Manchester (GM) which takes account of recycling levels. Should Rochdale 
Borough not increase recycling at the same level as other GM Authorities 
this will impact on the levy and would lead to an increased cost to the 
Council’s budget in future years.

5.6.9.2   The Waste Disposal Levy increase assumed in the budget is 2% per 
annum. However latest assumptions from the Waste Disposal Authority are 
forecasting increases of 13% in 2017/18 and 5.4% in 2018/19. If the Waste 
Disposal Authority does not identify savings to mitigate these increases, 



there will be a pressure on the budget of £1.5m in 2017/18 and a further 
£0.6m in 2018/19.  

5.6.10 National Living Wage

5.6.10.1   The government announced in the Summer Budget 2015 that a new 
compulsory National Living Wage will be introduced from April 2016, at the 
rate of £7.20 for working people aged 25 and over. The Low Pay 
Commission will recommend future rises, with the aim to reach £9 an hour 
by 2020. The Council currently pays a living wage of £7.85, which is above 
the proposed National Living Wage. However, there remains a significant 
risk in relation to increased contract costs for commissioned services as a 
result of the introduction of the National Living Wage, in particular for Adult 
Care services.

5.6.11 Pay Awards

5.6.11.1 In the Summer Budget 2015 the government announced public sector 
pay awards would be limited to 1% for 4 years from 2016-17 onwards. If a 
pay award of over 1% were to be agreed, this would represent an additional 
cost to the Council above the level assumed in the budget.

5.6.12 Inflation

5.6.12.1 The budget does not include a provision for price increases except in 
the case of certain contracts. Services have to manage any inflationary 
increases in prices within their service budgets. There is a risk that services 
will not be able to achieve this.

5.6.13 Pension Review

5.6.13.1 The Greater Manchester Pension Fund (GMPF), where Council 
employees’ pensions are held, is subject to a valuation every three years.  
This valuation will determine the Council’s employer pension contributions 
for the following three years. The valuation is due to take place in 2016.

5.6.13.2  If the employer pension contributions proposed following the valuation 
are greater than budgeted, there will be an additional cost to the Council.

5.6.14 Investment Income

5.6.14.1 The current low interest rates and the implications of the economic 
slowdown continue to impact on the level of interest the Council is able to 
achieve on its investments.

5.6.15 Fees and charges income 

5.6.15.1 The impact of any economic slowdown on levels of usage of charged 
for Council services could lead to income levels not being achieved.



5.6.16 Increased demand for services

5.6.16.1 The impact of the economic climate on the residents of Rochdale 
Borough, and the increased demand this may have for Council services, 
could impact on the cost of services, as could general demographic 
changes.

5.6.17 Welfare Reforms

5.6.17.1 The Summer Budget 2015 confirmed the government’s commitment to 
reduce the working age welfare bill by £12bn by 2019/20. Reductions in 
welfare payments could lead to increased demands on Council services.

5.6.18 Continued impact of 2015/16 budget issues

5.6.18.1 Monitoring of the 2015/16 budget will provide Cabinet with regular 
updates on any pressures/savings for the Council. Any associated on going 
implications will be incorporated into the budget projections for 2016/17 and 
future years.

5.6.19 Greater Manchester Devolution

5.6.19.1 The Greater Manchester Devolution Agreement was announced in 
November 2014, with a second wave of devolution announced in the 2015 
Summer Budget. The overall objective is to secure a place-based settlement 
for GM which provides the flexibility required to enable better alignment and 
management of resources to enable GM to deliver its priorities to support 
growth and to increase productivity. 

5.6.19.2 It is expected that more detailed information on the implications of GM 
Devolution will become available as part of the government’s Spending 
Review 2015. Until that date it is not known what the potential financial 
implications for Rochdale Council may be.

5.7 The Capital Programme

5.7.1 The Capital Programme for 2016/17 to 2018/19 takes into consideration the 
priorities and the resources available to the Council. The approach for setting 
the 2016/17 capital budget has been as follows: 

 Initial budget agreed at Budget Fixing Council (BFC) 24th February 
2015

 Review of the 2015/16 and 2016/17 Capital schemes to identify 
savings

 Portfolio Holder for Finance review
 Review and recommendations at Budget Scrutiny Session.

5.7.2 The Capital budget is funded from a number of sources, borrowing, capital 
receipts, and external funding & contribution. Borrowing has an implication on 
the Council’s Revenue Budget as the Council has to make provisions to repay 



the cost of borrowing. In preparing the 2016/17 Capital Programme the 
emphasis has been on reducing the Council’s borrowing requirement, which in 
turn will contribute to the £37m Revenue Budget Gap. A target of £0.744m 
was initially considered for the Capital programme as a savings target to 
contribute to the Budget Gap.

5.7.4 To address this, a review of the 2015/16 programme was undertaken which 
included taking in to account those Capital schemes where budget had been 
re-phased from the previous year, i.e. the starting point for 2015/16 Capital 
was greater than the 2015/16 budget agreed at BFC. In addition, a review was 
undertaken of the Capital Schemes provisionally agreed for 2016/17. 
Recommendations are put forward to Cabinet to consider reducing a number 
of Capital schemes.

5.7.5 New schemes totalling £4.35m have been proposed to be included in the 
2016/17 Capital Programme. The Revenue cost of these schemes totals 
£0.326m per annum. The new schemes are listed below with full detail of the 
2016/17 programme listed in Appendix 3.

Heywood South/Junction19
Rochdale Market
Rochdale Town Hall & Town Hall Square 
Town Centre East
Town Centre Schemes - 2016/17

5.7.6 Table (a) shows that the savings proposed from the Capital programme 
review which would leave a target of £0.434m. £0.100m of this could be met 
from Treasury Management, which would then leave a savings target of 
£0.334m. Full details including the implications of these reductions can be 
found in Appendix 2.

Table (a) – Savings summary

 Capital 
cost Revenue cost

 £'m £'m £'m
Capital programme savings target   0.744
Proposed savings from 2015/16 
programme (3.778) (0.549)  
Proposed savings from 2016/17 
programme (0.666) (0.087)  
Total proposed savings (4.444) (0.636)  
Cost of new 2016/17 scheme 
proposals 4.350 0.326  
Sub total   (0.310)
Savings to be achieved in Treasury   (0.100)



Management
Remaining Savings target   0.334

5.7.7 It is proposed that the remaining target of £0.334m is met by using Capital 
Receipts. Table (b) shows the current Capital Receipts position:

Table (b) – Current Capital Receipts position
Description £’m
Total capital receipts (12.397)
Earmarked for existing Capital schemes 6.967
Earmarked for Housing schemes 0.887
Total capital receipts available as at 31st July 2015 (4.543)

To achieve the £0.334m savings from Capital Receipts, it is proposed that 
£1.336m of Capital Receipts are applied in place of Borrowing to short life 
schemes, such as ICT and Equipment.

5.7.8 Based on the proposals presented in this report, the Capital Programme for 
2016/17 to 2018/19 is summarised in the Table (d) with full details provided in 
Appendix 3.

Table (d) – Summary of Capital programme

Services  2016/17  2017/18  2018/19 
 £'m £'m £'m
Adult Services 1.300 1.300 1.300
Children’s Services 5.398 5.398 5.398
Customer and Corporate 1.600 1.150 1.150
Economy and Environment 19.646 7.367 6.184
Total requirement 27.944 15.215 14.032
Funding    
Prudential Borrowing 9.900 4.800 4.800
Capital Receipts              -                -                -   
External Grant and 
contributions 8.940 8.872 8.872

Invest to Save 9.104 1.543 0.360
Total funding 27.944 15.215 14.032

6 Financial Implications

6.1 The financial implications of the Revenue Budget are included in the main 
body of the report.  

6.2 Revenue implications of the Capital Programme: as the cost of the proposed 



capital programme is greater than the capital receipts and external funding 
available, borrowing is required to fund the difference. Borrowing requires 
repayment of both the principle sum borrowed and associated interest over a 
given number of years. The budgeted cost of borrowing for 2016/17 is 
forecast to be £1.079m per annum, and £0.617m per annum for the 
provisional 2017/18 and 2018/19 Capital Programmes.

7 Legal Implications

7.1 The Council is under a duty to calculate the budget in accordance with 
Section 32 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 and must make three 
calculations namely: an estimate of the Council’s gross revenue expenditure; 
an estimate of anticipated income; and a calculation of the difference between 
the two. The amount of the budget requirement must be sufficient to meet the 
Council’s budget commitments and ensure a balanced budget. The amount of 
the budget requirement must leave the Council with adequate financial 
reserves. The level of budget requirement must not be unreasonable having 
regard to the Council’s fiduciary duty to its Council Tax payers and non-
domestic rate payers.  

7.2 Failure to make a lawful Council Tax by 11th  March, in the financial year 
preceding that for which it is set, could have serious financial results for the 
Council and make the Council vulnerable to an Order from the Courts 
requiring it to make a Council Tax.

7.3 Section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972 places a general duty on local 
authorities to make arrangements for ‘the proper administration of their 
financial affairs'.

7.4 Information must be published and included in the Council Tax demand 
notice. The Secretary of State has made regulations, which require charging 
authorities to issue demand notices in a form and with contents prescribed by 
these regulations.

7.5 There is also a duty under Section 65 of the 1992 Act to consult persons or 
bodies appearing to be representative of persons subject to non-domestic 
rates in each area about proposals for expenditure (including capital 
expenditure) for each financial year.

8 Personnel Implications

8.1 There are no personnel implications arising as a result of this report. 

8.2 Consultation in relation to savings proposals will be undertaken in accordance 
with the Council’s established formal staff consultation processes including 
meetings of the Joint Consultative Committee and Service Consultative 
Groups. 



9 Corporate Priorities

9.1 This report meets all the corporate priorities identified in the Council’s 
Corporate Plan. This report supports governance arrangements remaining 
strong during this period of significant change.

10 Risk Assessment Implications 

10.1 The risks to the Revenue Budget have been detailed in the main body of the 
report.

10.2 Capital externally funded schemes cannot start until confirmation of the 
required funding has been received. This is a particular risk where the scheme 
is reliant on external funding with the provisional budget being based on 
forecast income. Should the level of income not be received, the level 
expenditure would need to be considered to allow the scheme to progress 
with a reduced budget.

11 Equalities Impacts

11.1 Workforce Equality Impacts Assessment

11.1.1 Workforce equality impact assessments will be provided with any savings 
proposals and an overall workforce equality impact assessment on the budget 
will be presented to facilitate final decision making.

11.2 Equality/Community Impact Assessments

11.2.1 Equality Impact assessments will be provided with any savings proposals and 
an overall equality impact assessment on the budget will be presented to 
facilitate final decision making.

Background Papers
Document Place of Inspection
Revenue and Capital Budget 
2016/17 Files

Finance Services



APPENDIX 1 – Revised Capital programme budgets for 2015/16 and 2016/17 after 
proposed reductions
Service Scheme

2015/16
£000

2016/17
£000

Adult Services Autism Innovation Grant 4                -             
Adult Services Better Care Fund 617            -             
Adult Services Disabled Facilities Grant 1,300         1,300         
Childrens Services Aiming High For Disabled Child 65              -             
Childrens Services BSF IT and Development 3,473         -             
Childrens Services Childrens Social Care Infrastructure 102            -             
Childrens Services Devolved Formula Capital 912            498            
Childrens Services Early Years Capital Grant 266            -             
Childrens Services New Place Planning 6,301         2,792         
Childrens Services Schools Access 493            -             
Childrens Services Schools Capital Condition Programme 4,702         2,108         
Childrens Services Universal Infant Free School Meals 18              -             
Customer and Corporate Armed Forces 16              -             
Customer and Corporate Connected (Intell) Council Programme 991            400            
Customer and Corporate ICT Infrastructure Refresh Programme 483            300            
Customer and Corporate ICT Programmes (Staff) 1,333         500            
Customer and Corporate Legal & Democratic Elections Reg System 50              -             
Customer and Corporate Regeneration (Burglary Reduction) 107            -             
Customer and Corporate Replacement Furniture & Equipment - Libraries 5                -             
Customer and Corporate Townships Capital Programme 591            400            
Economy and Environment Broadfield Park (Heritage Lottery Fund) 6                -             
Economy and Environment Calder Flood Protection 595            -             
Economy and Environment Definitive Rights Of Way Improvement Programme 109            -             
Economy and Environment Greenspace Survery and Strategy 50              -             
Economy and Environment Housing Market Renewal Funding 340            -             
Economy and Environment Housing Standards Fund 1,951         800            
Economy and Environment Kirkholt Investment 630            3,030         
Economy and Environment Link4Life equipment 171            576            
Economy and Environment Mercury Abatement Scheme 195            -             
Economy and Environment Middleton Township Heritage Initiative 200            -             
Economy and Environment New Cemetery Sites 803            -             
Economy and Environment New Homes -             500            
Economy and Environment Planning & Regulation Capital Schemes 31              -             
Economy and Environment Renewable Energy 7,072         4,998         
Economy and Environment Replacement Parks/Street Machinery 120            120            
Economy and Environment Rights Of Way 117            80              
Economy and Environment River Roch Flood Storage 150            -             
Economy and Environment Rochdale Cemetery Lodge Repair 166            -             
Economy and Environment Rochdale Gateways Environmental Programme 60              -             
Economy and Environment Section 106 (Developers contributions) 126            -             
Economy and Environment Stakehill Industrial Estate 188            -             
Economy and Environment Tonge Hall 5                -             
Economy and Environment Transfers From Asset Management Group 13              -             
Economy and Environment Townships Capital 137            -             
Economy and Environment Upgrade Play Equipment 75              75              
Economy and Environment Vehicle Replacement Programme 914            700            
Economy and Environment Waste Bin Replacement Programme 152            125            
Economy and Environment Waste Paper Blue Bins 160            -             
Economy and Environment Waste Services Investment 499            -             
Economy and Environment Woodland Improvement 38              -             
Economy and Environment Asset Management Group 2,016         1,750         
Economy and Environment Highways Capital Investment 492            -             
Economy and Environment Local Transport Plan 2,783         2,242         
Economy and Environment Townships Capital - Highways 246            -             
Economy and Environment Drake Street Improvements 2                -             



APPENDIX 1 – Continued

Economy and Environment Inner Ring Road Localised Feasibility 22              -             
Economy and Environment Middleton Town Centre Phase 3 1,661         -             
Economy and Environment Phase 2 Town Centre Management Programme - Conservation area improvements 263            -             
Economy and Environment Phase 2 Town Centre Management Programme - Middleton Gardens Phase 3 500            -             
Economy and Environment Programme Management Centre 119            -             
Economy and Environment River Re-opening Site 4,305         -             
Economy and Environment Rocdhale Town Centre Highways Primary Route Network Signage 5                -             
Economy and Environment Station Car Parking 179            -             
Economy and Environment Town Centre East 985            -             
Economy and Environment Telegraph House Demolition 25              -             
Economy and Environment Town Hall Adaptation and Restoration 502            300            
Economy and Environment Town Hall Feasibility 27              -             
Economy and Environment Town Hall Square 15              -             
Economy and Environment Townhead Junction 442            -             
Economy and Environment Wheatsheaf Entrance Work 1,488         -             
Economy and Environment Heywood South/Junction 19 (new scheme proposed) -             -             
Economy and Environment Rochdale Market (new scheme proposed) -             2,950         
Economy and Environment Rochdale Town Hall & Town Hall Square (new scheme proposed) -             500            
Economy and Environment Town Centre East (new scheme proposed) -             150            
Economy and Environment Town Centre Schemes - 2016/17 (new scheme proposed) -             750            
TOTAL 52,979        27,944        

FUNDING
Prudential Borrowing 17,740        9,900         
Capital Receipts 4,776         -             
External Grant and contributions 20,814        8,940         
Invest to Save 9,649         9,104         
TOTAL 52,979        27,944        



APPENDIX 2 – Implications of reducing schemes
2015/16

Scheme

BSF IT and Development (1.341) 0.334
Legal & Democratic Case Management System (0.018) 0.005
Legal & Democratic Elections Reg System (0.097) 0.024
Replacement Furniture & Equipment - Libraries (0.063) 0.016
Drake Street Bus Stop (0.100) 0.008
Flood Risk Management (0.039) 0.003
Housing Market Renewal Funding (0.200) 0.015
Rochdale Town Centre Masterplan (0.452) 0.034
Inner Ring Road Localised Feasibility (0.760) 0.057
River Re-opening Site (0.667) 0.050
Town Centre East Connections (0.041) 0.003
TOTAL (3.778) 0.549

2016/17

Scheme

ICT Infrastructure Refresh Programme (0.131) 0.032
Regeneration (Burglary Reduction) (0.100) 0.010
Derelict Land and Clearance (0.125) 0.009
Drake Street Bus Stop (0.090) 0.007
Housing Standards Fund (0.100) 0.008
Rights Of Way (0.020) 0.002
Vehicle Replacement Programme (0.100) 0.019
TOTAL (0.666) 0.087

Year

Proposed 
reduction in 

budget
£m

Annual revenue 
saving 

generated
£m

2015/16 (3.778) 0.549
2016/17 (0.666) 0.087
TOTAL (4.444) 0.636

Proposed 
reduction in 

budget
£m

Annual revenue 
saving 

generated
£m

Proposed 
reduction in 

budget
£m

Annual revenue 
saving 

generated
£m



APPENDIX 3 – Provisional Capital Programme 2016/17 to 2018/19

Service Scheme Name 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19
Adult Services Disabled Facilities Grant 1.300        1.300        1.300        -         -         -         1.300      1.300      1.300      -         -         -        
Childrens Services Devolved Formula Capital 0.498        0.498        0.498        -         -         -         0.498      0.498      0.498      -         -         -        
Childrens Services New Place Planning 2.792        2.792        2.792        -         -         -         2.792      2.792      2.792      -         -         -        
Childrens Services Schools Capital Condition Programme 2.108        2.108        2.108        -         -         -         2.108      2.108      2.108      -         -         -        
Customer and Corporate Connected (Intell) Council Programme 0.400        -           -           0.400      -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -        
Customer and Corporate ICT Infrastructure Refresh Programme 0.300        0.250        0.250        0.300      0.250      0.250      -         -         -         -         -         -        
Customer and Corporate ICT Programmes (Staff) 0.500        0.500        0.500        0.500      0.500      0.500      -         -         -         -         -         -        
Customer and Corporate Townships Capital Programme 0.400        0.400        0.400        0.400      0.400      0.400      -         -         -         -         -         -        
Economy and Environment Housing Standards Fund 0.800        0.800        0.800        0.800      0.800      0.800      -         -         -         -         -         -        
Economy and Environment Kirkholt Investment 3.030        1.543        -           -         -         -         -         -         -         3.030      1.543      -        
Economy and Environment Link4Life equipment 0.576        -           0.360        -         -         -         -         -         -         0.576      -         0.360     
Economy and Environment New Homes 0.500        -           -           -         -         -         -         -         -         0.500      -         -        
Economy and Environment Renewable Energy 4.998        -           -           -         -         -         -         -         -         4.998      -         -        
Economy and Environment Replacement Parks/Street Machinery 0.120        0.120        0.120        0.120      0.120      0.120      -         -         -         -         -         -        
Economy and Environment Rights Of Way 0.080        0.080        0.080        0.080      0.080      0.080      -         -         -         -         -         -        
Economy and Environment Upgrade Play Equipment 0.075        0.075        0.075        0.075      0.075      0.075      -         -         -         -         -         -        
Economy and Environment Vehicle Replacement Programme 0.700        0.700        0.700        0.700      0.700      0.700      -         -         -         -         -         -        
Economy and Environment Waste Bin Replacement Programme 0.125        0.125        0.125        0.125      0.125      0.125      -         -         -         -         -         -        
Economy and Environment Asset Management Group (AMG) 1.750        1.750        1.750        1.750      1.750      1.750      -         -         -         -         -         -        
Economy and Environment Local Transport Plan 2.242        2.174        2.174        -         -         -         2.242      2.174      2.174      -         -         -        
Economy and Environment Town Hall Adaptation and Restoration 0.300        -           -           0.300      -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -        
Economy and Environment New Heywood South/Junction19 -           -           -           -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -        
Economy and Environment New Rochdale Market 2.950        -           -           2.950      -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -        
Economy and Environment New Rochdale Town Hall & Town Hall Square 0.500        -           -           0.500      -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -        
Economy and Environment New Town Centre East 0.150        -           -           0.150      -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -        
Economy and Environment New Town Centre Schemes - 2016/17 0.750        -           -           0.750      -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -        
TOTAL 27.944      15.215      14.032      9.900      4.800      4.800      8.940      8.872      8.872      9.104      1.543      0.360     

Capital Programme Requirement
£'m

Prudential Borrowing
£'m

Government Grants and 
External Contributions 

£'m
Invest to Save

£'m


